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Hume’s Guide for Running Fieldlynx

Polaroid sun glasses do not work real well
with the Palm Pilot screen.
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To Begin Fieldlynx and Open an Event

When you are
looking at the Palm
screen, find the
FieldLynx icon.

Tap on the
FieldLynx icon

The first
FieldLynx screen
shows you the events
which are loaded. The

+ by the event means
that there is more to
show.

When you use
your stylus to “Tap”
on the FieldLynx
menu, you see this set
of selections

On the upper
right, you have a pull
down menu with a
variety of choices.
The first choice is
“General” and you
need to set Language
and rule book.

After you deal
with “General” go to
Database.
Under “Database
General” you need to
set your reminder,
then select Comm.
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Under “Database
Comm” you select
connection.
Important to make
sure your Host IP
Address is the IP of
the computer running
NetExchange.

Under
Scoreboard, we have
three taps, the
information which
comes from others.

2nd tab…

3rd tab…

Under
LaserLynx, more
“stuff” where
someone else has the
information.

…and more
“stuff”

Continue to tap
the + until you reach
the bottom level, in
this case, Flight 1.

Tap on Flight 1
and you see the list of
athletes.

There are two
columns, the one
which shows the
athlete’s status, and
the one with the
athlete’s name.

Tap on the X by
Russ Bell.
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Ooops, you get a
dialogue box which
reminds you that you
have NOT setup the
event.

You must setup
the event; tell the
computer what rules
to follow for the
event.

Tap on OK.

To Set Up A Throwing Event
The dotted line
above Russ Bell
shows Bell is the
name at the top of
the page and
Beckenhauer is the
name at the bottom
of the p[age.

In order to setup
any event, tap on

.

You must decide
if you are recording
your results in metric
or English marks.

Tap Next.

In the horizontal
jumps and throws,
you must first
decide if everyone
will have the same
number of attempts,
or if you will have
trials and finals.

Tap on the box
to select your choice.

After you decide
on how you are
going to run the
vent, fill in the
blanks which
identify how many
attempts and how
many advance to the
final.

Use your stylus
to move the cursor to
the appropriate
blank.

When you tap
on Next in the above
screen, you will have
an opportunity to
set LaserLynx.

Tap on Finish.

To Check-In Athletes for Throwing Events

Now, when you
tap on the X by Russ
Bell’s name, you have
the three choices
listed below.

You may check in
the athlete;

You may Suspend
an athlete (more
later);

You may force an
athlete to be Up
(more later).

Check in Bell.
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Check in five
athletes.
An “X” means the
athlete has not been
checked in.
One arrow, means the
athlete is UP.
Two arrows mean the
athlete is on deck.
Three arrows mean
the athlete is on hold.

Tap on Bell’s name
and you see the
screen where you are
to enter your mark.

The X is used for a
FOUL.

The P is used for a
PASS.

The third icon on
the right is an
eraser. Highlight a
mark and tap on
the eraser to erase.

Tap on to
reach the screen
which will let you
enter a mark.

Use your stylus to tap
on the numbers you
want.

The arrow
moves the erases the
number to the left of
the cursor.

The enters the
mark and returns to
the previous screen.

Oooops, if you did
not enter two decimal
places after the
decimal, you will see
this dialogue box.

When you reach this
screen you should
check to make sure
the entered the
correct mark.
Tap on the second
icon from the right
on the bottom,

, to convert
a metric mark to
English, and back.

See, it works!

Now tap , the
icon in the lower left
corner. You will go
back one screen and
be able to call up
your next athlete.

To Setup A Horizontal Jump
You must decide

if you are recording
your results in
Metric or English
marks.

For the Long
Jump I am going to
demonstrate English.

Tap Next
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For the long
jump, we are going
to give each athlete
three attempts.

Tap on Next.

If you are doing
a Triple Jump, your
next screen allows
you to name the
jump boards.

Tap on the line
behind the name,
erase Board 1 and
type in any name you
choose.

Yes, you can use
LaserLynx on the
horizontal jumps,
BUT LaserLynx is
usually reserved for
the long throws.

Tap Finish.

The screen shows
you that the
Attempts have been
set to 3 and the
athletes will be on
the 1st.

In the Shot, we
set the Attempts to
be 3 and asked for a
final.

There is another
box which now says
Prelim. When you
tap on Prelim, you
will create the final
and that button says
Final.

To check in an athlete for a horizontal jump

During check-in
for horizontal jumps
you have a choice to
select which board
will be used. Usually
this will only apply to
the triple jump.

Tap on your
board of choice and
say OK.

After check-in,
when you tap on
Jenny Adams’ name,
you see this screen.

Remember “X”
means Foul and “P”
means Pass.

Tap on to
begin entering a
mark.

After you type in
numbers for feet you
MUST tap Feet.

After you type in
numbers for inches,
you MUST tap on
Inches.

Use NM if the
jump is not a foul, but
not long enough to
measure.

Tap to go
back a screen.

Now you are
ready to enter the
wind reading for your
horizontal jump.

Tap on the -0.0
under wind and then

tap on to
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enter the wind
reading.

You MUST tap

on the or

to indicate the
direction of the wind.

Remember, two
digits after the
decimal point.

To Set Up A Vertical Jump

When you reach
level of a flight for the
high jump, you see
the screen on the
right.

Tap on to
begin your setup.

Yep, your first
chore is to choose to
enter results in metric
format or English.

FieldLynx runs 5-Alive in the manner taught by
USATF. If you do not want to use this method, do
NOT use 5-Alive. You can call up someone
FieldLynx doesn’t think should be jumping, BUT
it is a pain.

Your next choice
is to “5 Alive” or not.

The rules say you
MAY use 5-Alive, but
don’t have to. If you
do, leave the STOP
button checked when
you have less than 9
athletes.

Your next screen
lets you set the
Starting height, the
ending height and the
interval.

Tap on the
numbers for starting
height and you get the
dialogue box which
uses the up and down
arrows to select your
height.

You must choose an ending height, BUT you need
to be careful. FieldLynx will handle more than 20
heights, but Hy-Tek’s Meet Manager will not.
Combined event vertical jumps tend to have a far
greater spread than invitational events. Don’t
worry, you can always add a height if you need.

After you enter
your Start, End and
Interval heights, you
MUST tap on Apply.
If you do not you will
get a dialogue box
which reminds you.

After you Apply,
you may View your
handy work.

You may need to add a height if your end height is
too low.

You may need to add a height or change a height if
the last jumper wants to try a non standard height.

You may need to change heights if, as in a
championship meet, where the opening increments
are one height, but then changes to something
less.
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It is here in View
bar heights where
you can change your
bar heights.

When you tap on

the on the
side you get this
screen.

You will ADD a
bar height after the
highlighted number.

If you want to
delete a height
highlight a height
and tap on the x.

You may adjust a
height by selecting a
height to change and
taping on the hand
holding a pencil.

To Check In An Athlete For A Vertical Jump

When you tap on
the “X” to the left of
Niki Reed you get this
screen.

If you tap on
Check-In the athlete
will begin at the first
height.

To set a different
opening height, tap
on Set Opening
Height.

Tap on your
selected opening
height and tap on
OK.

This screen shows
UP, On Deck, On
Hold, and the other
two in the 5-Alive
series.

If you tap on All,
you will only see the
five in/remaining in
5-Alive.

In Niki’s case, if I
checked her in to
open at 1.88. Notice
she already has pass
down for 1.83.

Of course, if I did
not check Niki in to
open at 1.88, she
would open at 1.83.
Tap on O if she

makes the height.
Tap on X if she

misses the height.
Tap on P if she

passes.
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Please note that
when you tap on the
Award Stand,

, lower right,
you see the placing
AND why.

Note the tie
breakers
The first number is

the jump on which
they made their last
height.

The second number
is the number of
their misses in the
competition.

You can explore the Lynx site by going to www.finishlynx.com. Every time your
pointer is on a choice, you see more drop down menus.

The following is the World Wide Web address for downloading new versions of
the FieldLynx demo version 3.0.

http://www.finishlynx.com/products/fieldlynx/overview/body.htm

http://www.finishlynx.com/products/handhelds/software/download/index.htm

You can download a DEMO version. When you download the DEMO version,
you have an opportunity to practice EVEN if you do not have a Palm Pilot.

www.finishlynx.com
Downloads

FieldLynx
Download

Demo Version (the 2nd choice)

Hugues Lacroix – hlacroix@finishlynx.com
Support - support@finishlynx.com



Electronic Measurement Device (EMD) Set-Up Protocol
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This protocol was written so as to apply to any handheld device, any handheld field event administration
(HFEA) software package, and any electronic measurement device (EMD).

The predominant EMD at this time is the LaserLynx unit, developed by Lynx Developers. The
predominant HFEA software at this time is FieldLynx, also developed by Lynx Developers.

While it should be noted that this protocol is based on the predominant EMD and HFEA software, it does
not mean that the protocol for setup, use and post-competition procedures would be any different for any other
combination of handheld, EMD or HFEA software.
Setup procedures

Determine the best location for the tripod.

The first priority in selecting allocation is SAFETY!
In throws from a cage the tripod MUST be set up so that the operator is protected by the cage! For the

hammer keep in mind that the cage doors are moved according to thrower handedness; make sure the
chosen location is safe even when the nearest door is in the more open position

If you are using a scoreboard, make sure the scoreboard and anybody turning the scoreboard is also safe.
Also check that the competition at a nearby venue will NOT present any danger.

Consider convenience.

 If there is no scoreboard for the event you will have to call out the marks to the other officials. In this
case it is preferred to be on the same side of the cage or runway as the first recorder.

Check that there is a clear line-of-sight from the center of the tripod to the center of the ring or arc. Cage
netting in between is NOT a problem.

Too low…save your back…avoid the legs

Determine the best orientation for the tripod to
the landing sector where the majority of the throws
will fall. Be sure that the open side of the tripod is
facing the operator for ease of access to the tripod
and transit.
Note: This also helps in reducing the probability of

bumping the tripod sufficiently so that it
throws off the unit is such as way that the unit
will need to be recalibrated.

Push the tripod feet securely into the ground so
that the tripod is stationary and secure.

Place your cases near the legs of the tripod to
keep people from walking too close and
bumping the tripod.

Note: In situations on artificial turf or other surface
material where the tripod cannot be planted
firmly in the ground, and if there is a
possibility that the tripod may be moved, use
sandbags or other weights to make the tripod
as immoveable as possible.



Electronic Measurement Device (EMD) Set-Up Protocol
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Position the transit (herein the “head end”) so that
the circular bubble level is easily readable from the
open side of the tripod (the side on which the
operator will stand).

Attach the head end to the tripod and raise the
tripod to a comfortable height for the primary
official. This should allow the main eyepiece to be
approximately nose height, so that the top peep sight
is usable.

Using the leveling thumb wheels on the head end,
each wheel should be adjusted to the center of its
range, marked with a groove around the post on
some models.

Using the legs of the tripod, raise and/or lower the
legs to get the circular bubble level in the
approximate center of the level. Secure the tripod
legs.
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Attach the serial cable between the head end and
the handheld device.
Note: This affects the balance of the head end, and

should be attached now as opposed to after
leveling has been completed. Supporting
cables is good.

Attach the battery. Turn the head end on and
check battery power. If less than 75% battery life
remaining, turn the unit off and replace it with a
fully charged battery.
Note: It is best practice to have an additional

battery on hand that is charging. If the battery
needs to be charged, put the fresh battery on
the head end and the depleted battery on the
charger.

Using the thumb wheels, level the head end
within the two bubble levels. The bubbles should be
entirely within the lines.
Note: the bubble levels will be on the right side and

the front of the head end as it is situated on the
tripod. Some newer devices may have the
levels on the display of the head end unit. To
view them, power the unit on, before beginning
the leveling process.

Remove the lens cap from the head end.

Rotate the head end 360 through the vertical so
that it can find the horizon. The head end display
will display a location in degrees, minutes and
seconds.
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Set the precision horizontal and vertical knobs to
approximately their mid point. If you can just see
the yellow line on either control, they are correct..

Establish your first known distance. Find the
appropriate place in the event setup of the field
event administration software (for FinishLynx go to
Set-Up) for setting electronic measurement device
(EMD) controls.

Have another official take the marking pole
(herein referred to as “the stick”) to the center of the
circle, the origination point of the javelin sector, or
one of the two sides of the horizontal take-off board.

Aim the EMD head end at the reflector on the
bottom of the stick. Use the large focus ring
around the eyepiece to focus the view of the
reflector.

Using your hands to turn the unit, align the peep
sight at the reflector.

Once you have it roughed into position, lock the
head end position both horizontally and vertically
by turning the macro knobs (the smaller knobs)
clockwise.

Viewing through the eyepiece, use the micro
positioning knobs (the larger knobs) to place the
eyepiece cross hair in the center of the reflector.

This is part of Set-Up within FieldLynx. In the
throws, verify that the circle radius is correct for the
event that you will be measuring…see “Circle
Radius” on the left screen.

Tap “Set” on the Set Controls screen on the
handheld device. The head end will beep three
times, and the distance from the transit to that point
(the center of the circle, etc.) will be displayed,
along with the angle. Record the distance on a
separate sheet of paper or other notepad.

Complete the event setup in the handheld device
and, at this point, check-in at least one competitor
for the event.
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…place a secondary reflector, or if you only have one
reflector, place a marker to establish a “check point”

Using a fiberglass tape (steel is preferred if
available and steel is the only acceptable tape for
national level competition), select a point along
one sector line to place a secondary reflector (if
available) or other marker to establish a “check
point”. If there is a permanent surveying monument
convenient to the sector, you are encouraged to use
it.

Select a distance that is about 1/3 the length of the
longest throw you anticipate (usually 30-40 meters)
and place the check point marker there.

Follow the same procedure you used for finding
and adjusting the head end that you used in
establishing the mark in the center of the circle.

Bring up an athlete and tap the electronic
measurement button in the field event
administration software.

The head end and the handheld unit will beep. A
distance will appear on the head end display, and
momentarily after that, a distance will appear on the
handheld display.

Verify the distance on the handheld with the tape
distance, and record the handheld distance on a
separate piece of paper or notepad.

Erase the distance from that athlete’s performance
and continue to check-in athletes for the event.

Review with the judges in the impact area, and
the official who will have the stick, any hand signals
and body language that you will use during the
competition.

The person holding “the stick” should not move
until they receive a signal that the measurement is
complete. This signal can be given by the laser
operator OR by the head of the event.

The person holding “the stick” should do their
best to balance the bubble on the stick, thus assuring
a vertical hold for the stick.
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Eye piece focus ring

Fine tuning knobs:

small one is for locking the
position;

large one is for fine
adjustment

The bubbles which show your
balance.

Lower bubble level.

Leveling thumb wheels for
leveling the laser unit.
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Use in competition
1. When the first competitor is called up, call them up on your handheld device.

2. If you are working alone, secure the handheld device through a strap on the tripod or by some other
means. If you are working as a team, have the handheld operator watch for called fouls at the circle,
while you are watching the flight of the implement or the jump of the athlete.

3. Use the peep sight to roughly locate the landing of the implement or the athlete in the landing pit.

4. Lock down the head end using the macro positioning knobs.

5. Use the eyepiece and the micro positioning knobs to find the reflector on the stick. Once the laser is
within the reflector, the transit will beep.

6. Continue to align the cross hair in the eyepiece as close to the center of the reflector as possible.

7. When you are in the center of the reflector, tap the read icon on the handheld screen. In a two man team,
simply announce “read” and have the handheld operator tap the icon.

8. The head end will beep, and a distance will appear on its LCD screen. Make sure that the display is
steady. If the head end beeps again, or if the distance disappears, make sure that the official with the
marking pole has not moved.

9. The distance will appear on the handheld device.

10. If you are using an external performance display board that may be connected directly or via wireless to
the handheld device, the information will appear on the display.

11. Leave the head end in the locked position until the next competitor is in the circle or on the runway.

a. Comment: the reason that we do this is so that the throw can be reconstructed if need be. For
example, if an athlete protests a call, the throw must still be measured and recorded elsewhere in
case the protest is upheld. So long as the next throw has not occurred, even if the official with the
stick has moved, the stick can be replaced in virtually the same spot if the head end is locked and
has not moved.

12. Continue through the event.

13. Between flights or rounds, you can verify the distance to your checkpoint to make sure that nothing has
changed.

Note: If a battery needs to be changed, it should only be done at the end of a round, or preferably a flight. It is
better done between flights, or between trials and finals, since you will have slightly more time to do the
recalibration, and this will not overly disrupt the flow of the competition.

Post competition

1. Verify the distance to your checkpoint.

2. If you are the chief electronic measurement judge, certify to the field referee or head field judge that the
check measurements match.

a. Note: In the event of a record, you will also need to sign and verify the record form. Make note
of the pre- and post-competition verification checks, in case the accuracy of the measurement is
called into question.

3. Begin tear down of the equipment. If this is the end of the day’s competition, remember to remove the
reflector from the marking pole for safe keeping.
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The USA Track and Field National Officials Committee charged Mark Heckel (Three 
Rivers Association), Jim Hume (Pacific Association) and Jim McGloin (New England 
Association) with examining and developing a recommendation for training of officials 
in the use of electronic measurement and recording devices and the associated software 

for field event management. 
 
This document was prepared in cooperation with the Training Sub-committee of the 
USATF Officials Committee. We would be also like to acknowledge the contributions of 
Rex Harvey, vice chair - training; and George Kleeman, vice chair - rules, for their 
guidance and contributions to the process. 
 
In this document, we recommend the creation of two new officiating positions: the 
Electronic Recording Device (ERD) Judge, and the Electronic Measurement Device 
(EMD) Judge. We have established a recommended skill set for each level of certification 
for each position, as well as a recommendation for the certification process. 
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Electronic Recording Device (ERD) 
 

We are recommending three (3) levels of Electronic Recording Device Judge’s 
certification: Association, National and Master, with increasing levels of responsibility 
and demonstrated proficiency at each level. An Association level official should be able 
to perform basic skills, under the supervision of a National/Master rank ERD Judge or an 
Electronic Measurement Judge (EMJ), with little or no direction. A National level official 
should be able to perform more advanced tasks, and exhibit the ability to handle 
situations that may occur outside the administration of a normal, preplanned event. A 
Master level official should be able to perform all of the tasks involved with Electronic 
Recording Device (ERD) judging without supervision of the EMJ. 

Levels of Certification and Minimum Skill Sets  

Association Level 
 
Provided with a handheld device or other Electronic Recording Device that has been pre-
loaded, and with the event set-up (i.e. scoreboard addresses, database address, height 
progressions, number of trials, whether or not there will be finals, etc), the Association 
level official will exhibit the following skills:  

• check-in athletes  
• set starting height for each competitor (vertical jumps)  
• enter marks  
• enter wind readings (horizontal jumps, outdoor)  
• set up a final (from multiple flights and from 1 flight)   

 

National Level  

Provided with a handheld device or other Electronic Recording Device that has been 
preloaded, the National level official will exhibit the following skills: 

• check-in athletes  
• set starting height for each competitor (vertical jumps)  
• enter marks  
• enter wind readings (horizontal jumps, outdoor)  
• set up a final (from multiple flights and from 1 flight)   
• manage the event set-up  

o height progression (vertical events), 
o number of trials, 
o number of finalists  

• add an athlete 
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• set up a jump off for vertical jumps  
• send results to a scoreboard   
• send results to the meet database at the end of each round  

The National level official should be able to take a handheld device with appropriate 
software loaded and perform these skills necessary to manage the event, with or without 
the supervision of the EMJ. 

Master Level 
 
Provided with a handheld device or other Electronic Recording Device, the Master level 
official will exhibit the following skills: 

• check-in athletes  
• set starting height for each competitor (vertical jumps)  
• enter marks  
• enter wind readings (horizontal jumps, outdoor)  
• set up a final (from multiple flights and from 1 flight)   
• manage the event set-up  

o height progression (vertical events), 
o number of trials, 
o number of finalists  

• add an athlete  
• send results to a scoreboard 
• send results to the meet database at the end of each round  
• set-up scoreboard address/connect to a scoreboard  
• download the event schedule from the meet database  
• download an event from the meet database  

The Master official should be able to take a handheld device with appropriate 
software loaded and perform all skills necessary to manage the event without supervision 
by the EMJ.  
 

Training Regimen  
Web-based learning modules have been developed for all of the skill sets listed above for 
throwing, horizontal jumping and vertical jumping events. We recommend that applicants 
complete the on-line training, and then be evaluated by designated evaluators in a live 
setting to assess their understanding of, and efficiency in, using the Electronic Recording 
Device and the currently used electronic field event administration software. 
 
National and Master level officials should use the same training modules, and then be 
evaluated by designated evaluators in a live setting to assess their understanding of, and 
efficiency in, using the Electronic Recording Device and the appropriate software. These 
evaluations could also be done via computer, either on-line or in a controlled setting. 
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The training regiment would include two (2) components – a demonstration component 
where the official would be instructed in the proper use of the device and the software; 
and a training component where the official can perform specific tasks and receive 
feedback from the software as to the efficiency and accuracy of their performance. 

Certification Process Recommendation  
Certification of an Electronic Recording Device Judge should take place in two parts.  
Part one would be an on-line module, available on the officials web site that would direct 
a question and answer process that can be scored remotely.  Part two would be a practical 
exam, where the candidate would demonstrate proficiency for a Master level ERD who is 
able to observe and make recommendation for certification to the candidate’s 
certification chair.  

The practical examination would involve demonstration of all the skills involved for each 
level as well as an oral examination of possible problems that each certification level 
would be expected to handle.  In addition the candidate would demonstrate their skills in 
each of the three field event categories for that level, namely throws, vertical jumps and 
horizontal jumps during an actual event. 

The Master ERD judge could only observe and make recommendations for certification 
of ERD candidates. A Master EMJ would be able to observe and make recommendations 
for certification of ERD candidates. 

Initially, since each association does not, and may not for the immediate future, have a 
Master level ERD judge, observation/recommendation could be done at predetermined 
national gatherings of officials, i.e. annual meetings and outdoor championships, to 
start. We would recommend that Mr. Heckel, Mr. Hume and Mr. McGloin be approved 
to conduct field observations and make recommendations to the respective certification 
chairs of any official that they observe and recommend for certification. This 
examination process could then be expanded to any meet where an official who is an 
approved evaluator for certification, is present and able to conduct the on-site review.  
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Electronic Measuring Device (EMD) 
 

Electronic Measuring Device Judges (EMD) must be well versed in the operation of both 
the appropriate administrative software and the measuring apparatus. Since in many cases 
the Electronic Measurement Device Judge will be the sole person operating both the 
measuring device and the handheld device, they need to be competent in the operation of 
both devices at the same time. While it is recommended that 2-person teams are more 
efficient, and should be used whenever possible, the reality is that in many cases, one 
person can and usually does operate the Electronic Measuring Device. 
 
We recommend that there be two levels of certification for the EMD Judge:  National and 
Master. We believe that in most all cases, the EMD Judge should already be competent at 
minimum, at the Association level in using the Electronic Recording Device and the 
accompanying field event administration software. 

Levels of Certification and Skill Sets  
 
National Level 
 
Provided with an Electronic Recording Device that has been preloaded, a National level 
EMD Judge will exhibit the following skills: 

• check-in athletes  
• enter marks  
• enter wind readings (horizontal jumps, outdoor)  
• set up a final (from multiple flights and from 1 flight)   
• manage the event set-up 

o number of trials, 
o number of finalists  

• add an athlete  
• send results to a scoreboard  
• send results to the meet database at the end of each round  
• perform all sighting and measurement skills 

o locate and sight the checkpoint marker to verify calibration  
o quickly and accurately locate and center on the performance staff reflector  
o relay to the handheld operator when the mark is to be read (2 man crew)  
o press/tab the appropriate key/button to record the measurement 
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Master Level 
 
Provided with an Electronic Recording Device and the Electronic Measurement Device, a 
Master level EMD Judge will demonstrate the following skills: 

• check-in athletes  
• enter marks  
• enter wind readings (horizontal jumps, outdoor)  
• set up a final (from multiple flights and from 1 flight)   
• manage the event set-up  

o number of trials 
o number of finalists  

• add an athlete  
• send results to a scoreboard, 
• send results to the meet database at the end of each round  
• set-up scoreboard address/connect to a scoreboard  
• download the event schedule from the meet database  
• download an event from the meet database  
• perform all sighting and measurement skills 

o locate and sight the checkpoint marker to verify calibration  
o quickly and accurately locate and center on the performance staff reflector  
o relay to the handheld operator when the mark is to be read (2 man crew)  
o press/tap the appropriate key/button to record the measurement  

• perform all of the setup skills for the apparatus  
o center and level the tripod  
o attach the head unit  
o level the head unit  
o attach all cabling needed  
o calibrate the instrument  
o set the controls in the handheld device  
o establish the checkpoint  
o tear down and pack the device after use 

Training Regimen  
The training regimen for the LaserLynx device (the predominant EMD at this time) is 
currently problematic. Since the only way to get experience is to use the device, the 
amount of training that an official can obtain is limited at present. Most associations do 
not own a LaserLynx device or equivalent Electronic Measuring Device (EMD), so their 
access to one will be limited. In addition, the best training comes from using the device in 
a live or controlled situation. Since these situations may only exist at national level meets 
(Outdoor Championships, Indoor championships, major outdoor meets nationally), the 
amount of training that may be available will certainly be limited. 
 
We will explore the use of video based training that would be converted to the web to 
expand its availability. 
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Certification Process Recommendation  
The certification process will need to be structured in such a way that the actual 
certification would take place at a time and location when the device is available. This 
most likely would occur at a national championship meet. Other possibilities could be at 
the annual meeting (in a room of sufficient size so that the measurements can 
approximate real-world conditions), or at other national level meets where the device is 
used. 
 
The evaluator(s) will need to be proficient in the use of the Electronic Measuring Device, 
the Electronic Recording Device, and the field event administration software. We would 
recommend that any "in the field" evaluations be conducted at announced national meets, 
and as much as possible, that these meets be located in various regions of the country to 
accommodate interested officials. This could be expanded to allow any Master level 
EMD Judge, whose abilities can be assured, to conduct "in the field" evaluations.  A 
committee for possible certification would then evaluate these evaluations.   
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________________________________________________________________________ 
  

Electronic Measurement Judge 
 
Throughout this work, we felt that it was important that if we are defining the skill sets 
and training regiment for both the Electronic Measuring Device (EMD) and Electronic 
Recording Device (ERD) Judges, that we also define the skill sets and role of the 
Electronic Measurement Judge (EMJ) as well. 

From our discussions, including input from both Mr. Kleeman and Mr. Harvey, we felt 
that the position of EMJ should only be certified at the Master level. The EMJ must have 
a complete and thorough understanding of both the ERD and EMD Judges’ roles, and be 
able to essentially perform both positions without supervision. 

Master Level 
  

Perform all the functions of a Master Level Electronic Recording Device 
Judge and a Master Level Electronic Measurement Device Judge. 

• 

• Capable of supervising either or both a Master level Electronic Measurement 
Device (EMD) Judge and Electronic Recording Device (ERD) Judge. 

Training Regimen 

The training regimen would be the same as for the Master level ERD and Master level 
EMD Judges. 

 Certification Process Recommendation  

The candidate for EMJ must demonstrate the ability to meet the qualifying skill sets at a 
predetermined national gathering of officials (national meets or meetings) to an existing 
EMJ. 

An official who serves as the Electronic Measurement Judge (EMJ) should be certified at 
the Master level on the recording device, the measurement device, and the appropriate 
administrative software.  

Additional Recommendation 

USATF Competition rule 110.4 notes that an Electronic Measurement Judge (EMJ) is 
recommended for all championship meets both indoors and outdoors. Further, rule 137.1 
states that an EMJ “shall” be appointed for when electronic distance measurement is to be 
used.  
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We strongly advocate and encourage the official’s selection committee to appoint an EMJ 
for each championship meet where Electronic Measurement Device will be used, to 
remain in compliance with established competition conduct rules. Since the EMJ should 
be in position to supervise the EMD and ERD Judges, as well as to certify the results of 
the electronic equipment to the referee (137.5), it is essential that the EMJ position be 
filled by a qualified, certified USATF official. 



Name Association Level
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Street City State Zip
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 e-mail

Electronic Recording Device (ERD)
Levels of Certification and Minimum Skill Sets 

Association Level
Provided with a handheld device or other Electronic Recording Device that has been pre-loaded, and with 

the event set-up (i.e. scoreboard addresses, database address, height progressions, number of trials, whether or 
not there will be finals, etc), the Association level official will exhibit the following skills:

 check-in athletes 

 set starting height for each competitor (vertical jumps) 

 enter marks 

 enter wind readings (horizontal jumps, outdoor) 

 set up a final (from multiple flights and from 1 flight)  

National Level 
Provided with a handheld device or other Electronic Recording Device that has been preloaded, the National 

level official will exhibit the following skills:

 manage the event set-up 

 • select English or Metric as the means of measurement

 • height progression (vertical events),

 • number of trials,

 • number of finalists 

 Accomplish the skills for Association Level.

 add an athlete 

 send results to a scoreboard

 send results to the meet database at the end of each round

Master Level
Provided with a handheld device or other Electronic Recording Device, the Master level official will exhibit 

the following skills:

 set-up scoreboard address/connect to a scoreboard 

 download the event schedule from the meet database 

 download an event from the meet database 

 Accomplish the skills for National level.

 Accomplish the skills for Association level.
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Electronic Measuring Device (EMD)
Levels of Certification and Skill Sets 

National Level
Provided with an Electronic Recording Device that has been preloaded, a National level EMD Judge will 

exhibit the following skills:

 Accomplish the skills necessary to be a National Level Electronic Measuring Device Judge 
(FieldLynx operator). 

 After someone else has set up the Electronic Measuring Device (LaserLynx), perform the 
following:

 • perform all sighting and measurement skills

 • locate and sight the checkpoint marker to verify calibration 

 • quickly and accurately locate and center on the performance staff reflector 

 • relay to the handheld operator when the mark is to be read (2 man crew) 

 • press/tab the appropriate key/button to record the measurement

Master Level
Provided with an Electronic Recording Device and the Electronic Measurement Device,  a Master level 

EMD Judge will demonstrate the following skills:

 Accomplish the skills necessary to be a Master , Electronic Measuring Device Judge 
(FieldLynx operator). 

 Perform all of the setup skills for the apparatus 

 • center and level the tripod 

 • attach the head unit 

 • level the head unit 

 • attach all cabling needed 

 • calibrate the instrument 

 • set the controls in the handheld device 

 • establish the checkpoint 

 • tear down and pack the device after use

Electronic Measurement Judge
Master Level

 Perform all the functions of a Master Level Electronic Recording Device Judge.

 Perform all the functions of a Master Level Master Level Electronic Measurement Device Judge.

 Capable of supervising either or both a Master level Electronic Measurement Device (EMD) Judge and 
Electronic Recording Device (ERD) Judge.

 Certification Process Recommendation…The candidate for EMJ must demonstrate the 
ability to meet the qualifying skill sets at a predetermined national gathering of officials 
(national meets or meetings) to an existing EMJ.
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